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Katter congratulates Sharkie: Mayo brings us
hope. Get rid of the bastards.
KAP Leader and Federal Member for Kennedy Bob Katter looks forward to having Rebekha
Sharkie back on the crossbench and has congratulated the minor party member on winning back
her seat of Mayo, at the weekend’s ‘Super Saturday’ round of by-elections. Ms Sharkie beat the
Government’s well-known candidate.
Mr Katter said, “Rebekha proves that just an ordinary ‘nobody’ (like we all have been in our lives)
can believe in something, get up off their hind legs, work like a dog walking in front of football
stands holding up a sign saying - ‘Get rid of the bastards. Vote for me. I’m Rebekha Sharkie’ and
can do the impossible.”
“The Australian people are just looking for hope and Mayo brings us hope. “.
Mr Katter and Ms Sharkie don’t always share the same views but they do share a passion for
standing up for their local communities and offering voters a decent alternative to the major
political parties. They are both strong, independent political voices in the Parliament.
Mr Katter was keen to point out, “The increasing importance (which Fraser Anning has
spearheaded for us) of working more closely with other groups. The days of the two-party system
are dead in every other country on earth except Australia and New Zealand. There is something
badly wrong here.”
Mr Katter has previously worked with Ms Sharkie on a number of important matters including
protecting the reputation of Australian beef, putting Aussie jobs first and calling for an inquiry
into the banks. When Ms Sharkie returns to Canberra, Mr Katter will be pushing for legislation to
stop the unethical trading of ‘fake’ indigenous art.
Mr Katter said, “Remember that one vote enabled us to get the banking inquiry. If we didn’t have
the seat of Mayo we wouldn’t have got that banking inquiry through.”
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